THREE ACTIVISTS WORKING TO DEFEND THE PLANET
A free program sponsored by Progressive Democrats of America – San Francisco
WHAT:

Why we MUST march on Sept. 8th—and beyond: Three perspectives for REAL
action on our climate crisis

WHEN:

August 23, 2018, 7:00 – 9:00 PM

WHERE: San Francisco Unitarian-Universalist Center, Chapel
1187 Franklin (at Geary), San Francisco
WHY:

In 2015 the world came together in Paris, and progress has been made since. But
with the US withdrawal from that summit’s agreement, what can WE do, in our
daily lives, to help stop global warming? This forum will feature three activists
representing different, but allied fields, all deeply concerned that we are not doing
nearly enough. Please join us to explore possible steps for action and ways to start
building hope for future generations.

CONTACT:
SPEAKERS:

JAN KIRSCH is a doctor specializing in internal medicine, medical
oncology and hematology. She is a speaker on nuclear war and
environmental issues with Physicians for Social Responsibility, and has
served as its New York City chapter president. She is also the
coordinator of the 350 Bay Area Speakers’ Bureau and San Francisco
Bay Area chapter leader for The Climate Mobilization.
PENNIE OPAL PLANT is a co-founder of Idle No More SF Bay and a
signatory to the Indigenous Women of the Americas Defending Mother
Earth Treaty. Her mother is Yaqui and Mexican, her father Choctaw,
Cherokee and European. She has worked for over 35 years to ensure
that the sacred system of life continues in a safe, sustainable and
healthy manner.
KATHY SETIAN, an Environmental Engineer and
retired EPA Superfund Project Manager, is also a delegate to the San
Francisco Labor Council for IFPTE 20, Engineers and Scientists of
California. She is reaching out to working people to develop their
awareness of how climate change affects them and helping to build the
labor contingent for the September 8 March for Climate, Jobs and Justice.

